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You will know me as the founder of Decoding Life & that at the age 
of 57, I walked into church looking for Jesus to tell me whats up with 
all I was experiencing! Because no answers came from New Age, 
science, therapy, coaching programs, meditations, Maori Tohungas, 
Doctors, Medicine or Science. 

Some history; at the age of 40, my business world collapsed mightily 
& publicly with in our industry & impacted our small family for the 
next 10-years. Then in 2013 I fell into New Age, It took me till 2023 
to identify the system behind patterns & cycles impacting me no matter
which way I turned with all that was going on I lost a child, not to 
death! Yet death consumed my family unit. 4-years later I left my 38-
year marriage to my highschool boyfriend, lossing children along the 
way. 

Prior to all this happening a friend introduced me to a different way to
health & wellbeing. Here I started my journey of all things natural & 
supernatural. Regarding all these different services, today with my new 
understanding I would not engage in ever again.

There are some that I refer to through out the Trading Room events. 
Each has a different modalitys that anchores issues, while at the time 
looked like they were or had, removed issues. Eventually I was 
squezzed out of my own life, for a end goal purpose that came real 
when I got strangely sick out of nowhere, while also being tormented 
spiritualty speaking.  

Some trades I had made in those days, I will say I was in complete 
ignorance. Yet at the time my responce was always “that felt 



amazing”! It was like it would last for a few weeks or months then I 
would be back at square one again! I started to question practices after 
my daughter had on issue with the services of Reflexology. This was 
to do with opened doorways & this testimony will rock many that dont
see any issue with New Age services. Other topics I had embarked on 
through natural healing, in areas of accupuncture, kenizeology, NLP, 
Access-conciousness, Abraham Hicks, Baars, Meditation. The secrets, 
Ask & It is Given, Power of Thought, many sales & marketing 
motivational tools, books, techniques, systems and more. 

At the time like many parents, think that they are doing the very best 
for our childrens health & wellbeing. I can say today issues are more 
evil that anyone could try to comprehend. Yet they are a key to solving
trauma inside a family that is falling apart. Be that individual issue, 
isolated issues or multiple issues {many very much like my own 
experience}. 

If you are handing over the autonomy of your child’s body and don’t 
know this information then you are doing a dis-service to your children
& future genrations. {Note On our website, we say we are direct and 
this statment is for a very valid reason}. While direct we are gracious 
with our time in Q&A. To break down languages between World’s, for
the next in eternity is relevant than this one!

RLS #4 | A reflexology Nightmere. A real life situation that added to a
family that was already in distruction mode. I share this today in 2023 
because the hidden are still the same agendas, but in reality more 
sinister {veiled} than ever before. For me at that time of my life I was
trying to fix broken people, businesses, exstended family, relationships, 



finances, addictions & more while struggling to hold our family 
together. 

When all this was going on for me, years latter I walked into this same
industry and became a practitioner {New Age, but blinded in conneting
the dots}. To clarify I had no clue to the truth of the unseen & soul 
trauma, soul tapestries, evil agendas, evil human agents, corporate 
gluttony, financial ledgers that control bloodline results. Back then I 
was clueless, but not now!

In this 8am-Rollercoaster I cover real life changing information. The 
Soul Tapestries, not just of “Self” but I also cover “Other” & DNA. 
You will be surprised as to the evidence that will be given to you 
regarding the hidden veils over your own issues that you walk with 
very day or years for some. Yet as you walk through our event door 
you will feel that change is about to happen.  

Here our aim is to demonstrate with meaningful evidence. Here we do 
not teach we xpose! We will discuss many topics, while also actively 
dealing with anythinng that comes up that is not good for you and your
life or lifetsyle inside your family. 

We show you what spirit-world doorway are in life, we teach you tools
on awareness, by showing outside research to qualify what we 
demonstrate. This means in the physical, symbology is an easy way of 
understanding what seems to be the complexity of the many “Matrix” 
in our every day lives.

Thought: after watching a clip about the women who wrote the script, 
The Matrix; Q | why else was the matrix movie made? 

Was it “But to wake your awarness up!



Was it “To create questioning the system we live our lives in”

For us we move knowledge into widsom & activate your authority & 
power. RLS #175 gives you another thought provoking conversation. 
During an event in 2021-2, I was reminded to share about a family of 
5 in the spirit-world, the open visions was of 3-children, one in a 
stroller, with older two children on each side of the stroller. They 
where delivering a living nightmere into a physical family of six. Here 
we share about how un-seen spirits have a role in our daily existance 
& impact our daily atmosphere. 

You will learn in parts how this spirit-family broke the physical family
over a long period of time. {This over laps into Ministry of 
Reconciliation & Rescue Mediumship}. RLS #174 a house in the spirit 
encounter. 

How this was attached to indiginious bloodlines, culture wars of 
ancestors over land & eternity of the bloodline souls {Soul Tapestry}. 
It’s a fascinating timeline & even more-so when another piece of the 
puzzle appeared in mid May 2023! RLS {Maori Chief & Jesus & his 
cloud of witnesses} 

As part of the introduction here I share entity groups I have 
encountered, both personally & professionally. {Poltergeist, ghosts, 
demonic families, matrix of blended human & non-human, power, 
pricipalities, demonic stages, serpents, dragons, witches, warlocks, 
rulers of darkness, cloud of accusers in hells courts} & much, much 
more. With photo evidence to confirm one of the entities, which when 
shown to the Catholic Priest they acknowledged they understood who 
& what it was and meant. 



Please note that I hold respect for the unseen realms, but no fear! & 
thats is the key. If you hold fear that means you dont have authority, 
when actual fact you do. If every adult understood this then their lives 
& childrens lives would look & play out differently. Knowing who you
are changes everything.

These situations & other encounters took me into strange and at time’s 
very challenging levels of research, which became keys to 
understanding how evil works in our world. I also came into a new 
revelation that I had never considered. Most of my own New Age 
trades were, evil doorway openers, including the areas of power of 
thought, mindfulness & meditation. 

I have more to share on these topics, again love many that operate in 
these areas, but I will also stress many don’t connect the dots of the 
biblical & spiritual aspects of good & evil consequences to lifes results
through trading. 
 

Professional I have watched hex’s being removed of people as well 
coming off my own life & DNA. I have had to contend with invisible 
layers of hidden witchcraft & warlock attacks coming at my body & 
more. {Genetics plays out in this area knowing your bloodline is good 
but understanding the eternity part is more essential} eg: Irish, Maori, 
Jewish, French, Swiss, Italian, Pacific, Chinees etc! Ancestorial Trades 
are alive today and active as if it was the original day that trade took 
place!

Does this mean you are under some type of evil attacks or attachments,
& cant see or understand any level of logic or life & lifestyle choices 
that correlate? Here on paper I cant say until you are in the room 



working with our team. What I will say is most likely over 70% of 
people have been seduced into veiled witchcraft in their lives 
unknowingly. With 100% of families have DNA bondages & curses to 
deal with. 

For some of you there will be a percentage of you that will naturally 
sense something’s not right, yet pin pointing the truth in regards to the 
ugly situations can be different.  

With these moments I gaureentee evil has had a hand over or in your 
life results. Understand when we get to Trading Room 4 Patterns & 
Cycles, is where our teams spends time into the “xpose” part of r.e.d.x.
were they deliver gold into your life. This will be demonstrated rather 
than a long winded explanation here. This is why we have the Coach’s
revelations & Personal revelation.  

If you recall in Glossary #1 you where introduced to the examples of 
SRA & MRA. It is these terms that I am referencing to called hidden 
open spirit-world doorways.

Q | Have you ever considered logos. Example | Rotory & what 
that symbolises in the area of spirit-world doorways? This also takes 
you into topics of social grants/funding, also how are they ledgered 
behind closed doors, who get to see your application & why are these 
questions are significant to future generations.? 

Or are these insignificant to the results & purpose of the result of
the funding? {In Trading Room 5 we will take a look at logos deeper 
hidden, veiled, meaning but more importantly puropse fulfillment with 
in the agreement agreed to}. 



If you are new to this content, then don’t lock the information out as 
being irrelevant to you and your life right now. Especially if you dont 
have children, because this will hit someone, be it your own or one of 
your siblings children for, gene-jumping bondages & curses in the 
spirit-world is common as a bag of chips!

Consider the schooling system being ushered in! Think about not just 
personal issues but industry & community, governence & health, 
science & other topics all fall into or are built in these systems with 
hidden aspects that we share awareness around. 

Understanding parents authority & power has been eroding away from 
the 50’ & 60’s. I personal had horrific satanic attacks on my children, 
but at the time I was completely ignorant to the system behind 
generational veiled trades from the supernatural parts of my own 
humanity & those of my ancestors & how thay now fit the landscape 
of many relationship bondages & breakdowns. 

We also cover how many career moves are excelled or elimentated 
through the same systems becuase of your DNA. These are not just one
conversation. All topics are felt & dealt across the 7 Trading Room 
Workshops. In other words we unveil tapestries across topics, gender &
generations through demonstration & indepth Q&A.

In this event I will speak to you about Ishita & how in the spirit she 
takes OVER other creations {babies as on example] to make them look
like her own. There is a must read book called “The Return of the 
gods” by Rabbi Jonathan Cahn. Here he does a great job saving you 
alot of time in researching topics like Ishta! While I am no expert on 
the demi-gods I will say I have experiences around their realms & 
dimensions. 



If you own a business or lost a business then you will find alot of 
hidden explanations into your failed entrepreneurial spirit that inspired 
you to start or open that business. It’s here we take down the walls & 
open the windows of your hidden attackers that are more real than you
could ever want to know. 

Including how human agents of darkness & how they operate, where 
they operate from, their boardrooms & councils in the spirit-world & 
how royal tapestries across all timelines of humanity are intertwined 
into society. Castles, laberynths, towers, bridges in the cosmos & 
through false astrology, these are just a few to start with & are topics 
that we uncover within each of the Trading Room based on our 
historical content & coach’s revelations of past, present & future. 

Welcome to Trading Room 3 

Founder Karyn Cooksley 

r.e.d.x. 

Research.Experience.Decern.Xpose.



Glossary | Trading Rooms Event #3 | Life’s Tapestry Veils 

New Age Trades | Without me understanding or knowing what did 
happen to mine & my childrens souls in parts by partnering with the 
exspansive spirit-world through trades in services.

Cloning Station | here we are referencing to those un-answered body 
sickness that can just appear over night with out warning, and alot 
more than what we are saying here. We will also reference back to 
RLS regarding the Cloning Station encounter.

Tapestry | How this was revealed & what this looks like to the 
bloodline bondage. We will take you through a RLS perspective.  

Demonic | Here we reference through RLS different groups & human 
agent association, patterns cycles that hold a spirit-world authority of &
dictatorship over bloodlines through a false ledger of numbers & 
registrations. 

Industry | meaning any industry that requires human’s to work. For the 
end game is to elemiinate man power or the need of man to work. Is 
this good or bad, what does man do if they are not required or need to
work any more. Or less are needed to work & why is this a now 
question. 

Demonic Sexuality | This topic is complex so lets not arrive at the 
event with a complexity around gender & as a reminder check that our
Workshop T&C are all agreeable to you. If not then please know we 
dont refund workshop fees, for offense might be your response to this 
RLS.

UFO & Aliens | There connection to Star Wars & Cloning stations. Is 
this nonsense, futuristic or a hidden reality. 



Bowel Cancer | Screening or scraming out into the unseen. This one 
has choosen to believe they are sick because symptoms say so, the 
ledger they have registered on says they agree this is in the family line.
The DHB {local Hospital board phone line calls to make appointment}
meaning they have you scheduled in to turn over your body to their 
system. 

Truth Lies or Standing in the dark? | What I am referencing here is 
about some frought moments on how my physical body was hit by 
SRA {spiritual not sexual}, tracked back to bloodline trades & the 
planning of transhumanism

Soul Parts & Tapestry | I assure you as each “part” of my soul territory
was xposed & I was brought into my own understanding I started to 
research the topic of SRA deeper than I had since 2019 when I first 
heard about SRA terminology. {Refernce Psalm 51}

Here I will make reference to various out sourced content that helped 
me heal my own life & that of my wider DNA. SRA terminology was 
completely foreign, yet today I understand that it was my ignorance 
over my lifetime not allowing myself to experience or learn about 
spiritual warfare, or be spirit-filled with ......? 

I can say that there is a coming battle that  humanity is about to face 
in regards to  transhumanism & your authority over your own bodies 
autonomy, that needs a refresher course in the market place, on what 
works & what wont work. 2020 injectables hold nothing incomparrison
to what is behind the next release of fear upon the planet.  

My trauma was linked through generations of soul tapestry trauma & 
how the eternal soul of past bloodline trade are used inconjunction with
the spirit-world & are a DIRECT link to modern day life & lifestyle 



results. This content I bring is more common than you are lead to 
believe or told. It is also a very serious topic to weigh into becuase it 
effects all across humanity! 

My Cloning Example | Linked to Un-well Physical Body Parts | To get
your head around the thought here are some opening thoughts for you 
to consider. 

What can cloning look like? 

Can this be based inside different behaviours we see in society today? 

How many movies stars are cloned?

Q | Have you ever heard any Hollywood Star mention cloning? 

If yes what was your intial thoughts on the subject?

Q | Is cloning part of programming? {workshop #4 topic}

Q | Are mobile phones part of the softening process to introduce 
transhumanism through intial {AI} programming?

And has media & marketing been subliminaly programming us since 
childhood? 

One cloning example | weak bladder, children holding on wetting pants
or night time bed wetting. {this is a brief insight & is not the entire 
picture.}

Cloning & Sickness DNA Links | The amount of deliverence I 
experienced from soul-torture is insane, with my greatiest healing 
journey would be the exposure of cloning parts attached to the organs 
of my body. Through the spirit-world open bloodline gateways to build
on exsisting life traumas. 



These alone are enough to shake your reality into awareness that the 
unseen is more real than those at the forefront of transhumanism would
like you to know or be skilled up in. {A personal, RLS 1 Inside the 
workshop ask about the kaikour & he ancient stetching machine & 
clone hospital} 

You will also need to put on your Big Kid Pants because this gets 
messy & needs to be shared for what children today will deal with 
tomorrow, that are just un-thinkable. 

Especially if all age groups do not get a handle of the bigger picture. 
Again I speak from Real Life Story not myth, I speak in truth, backed 
with meaningful, relatable, tangable evidence. I will also share how I 
was healed of Aspergers! {RLS #124}

Tapestry RLS # 6 | Blog Cradles & Bikes | Discussion on Children 
carrying parents curses. This is about two brothers under the age of 10,
one had a learning difficuilty and the other was holding the parent role
instead of the parent & he was only 10-years old. 

Now this was spirit but the implicationn to the physical daily results 
will make you look deeper into why children have issues.  Why adults 
have issues or unresolved childhood or bloodline trauma.

Tapestry Dateing back to WWII | I will give evidence to historical 
murder of children how this works in the spirit-world and how this one
situation caused transgender issues for a young girl now a boy.

Difference between | Ministry of Reconciliation & Soul Rescue 
Mediumship whats the difference, & what is the big hidden wisdom? 
This also includes RLS around seeing a valley in the physcial over run
by spirit-world of ex-military men from all nations of the world. 



Healing verses Deliverence verses Inner Healing SOZO verses Reiki | 
We will touch on why deliverence changes lives; here we will recap on
my expeience with an exorcism inside the catholic church, learning 
about SOZO & witnessing these in the spirit-world, what they represent
& are connected to. {Great Q&A} 

Shock or Horror Stories you dont need!!!! | I understand for many of 
you that this cluster group may hold very little relevence to what I 
have just shared. However I need you to consider the diversity of the 
martix that each case brings. Throughout each level of workshops I 
presented many RLS including my own personal spiritual attacks.   

Please understand that I am prepping you for deeper interaction of what
you are going to see physically appearing in the world. {Remember we
don’t sell or back fear.} So please do not buy into any fear stories 
across the airwaves. 2020 should have been a pre-warning to you on 
how humanity is not walking in truth but sold-out to fear, when there 
is a purpose to hide truth, truth is sold not received. Yet truth is power
& powerful when you walk it out in trichotomy understanding.    

Supernatural Bodyguard | Please understand there is alot of 
conversation here in level 3 that builds on level 4 & 5. Know that 
across each workshop I have been building information to create a 
timeline of content. It will be up to you to join the dots of the tapestry
along the way. Chat to others if you have misunderstood a portion then
bring your question to the Q&A for more clarity.

Supernatural Bodyguard Activation Territory | I would like to say to 
you, I consider myself a normal mature women, that has a unique 
gifting & call on her life. What I bring to the table is my lense that 



will smash most understanding of the unseen causeways, bridges & 
systems we call life, afterlife, the abyss, universe & the human 
trichotomy entangelments. 

We demonstrate understanding for the purpose of the “why?” the 
“how” & the “who”! Plus offer the “what do I do” & “which avenue is
best” & “which options work best for your situation”. In essence we 
personalise your solution to problem solving. 

Q&A  is what we do | We welcome your questions & concerns, we are
a team of people that dont fit the molde & are happy in the life & 
lifestyle we walk. We draw on each coach & client past & present life 
experiences & share these findings & healings through an environment 
that gifts special moments of connecting into creations purpose over 
peoples lives. 

Discover DNA U.G.L.Y as a life tool that smashed issues before they 
take hold | We walk out our calling & purpose to show that bondage 
has been real in our own lives and that we are not afraid of talking 
while drawing out  the U.G.L.Y. parts to life through meaningful 
evidence so you can walk out in freedom & victory. We produce 
results across our 7-events, understand this work is not a race, but in a 
timely manner your negative timelines, patterns, cycles & constraints 
will be xposed, healed & transfered into a feeling that your life issues 
no longer have a hold on you & life is refreshed like a stream of 
flowing living water. 

Hex, demonic, satanic, psychic attacks | Know that I do see creatures 
of the unseen. Your will either read in my Blogs or hear RLS of me 
walking into walls of satanic or psychic attacks, just by purchasing a 
2nd hand bike on line, just by talking to the police about a cold case  



{Now there is more to what I have briefly stated}. Here in this 8am-
Rollercoaster I will share how I was brought to my knees in public 
places, at the time never understanding what just happened. 

T & C Reminder | I am excited to spend the day with you in my 
companies private workshops. Please take time to read our glossay, 
refreash yourself of Trading Room 1, 8am-Rollercoaster. 

We are firm on our T’&C’s so please make sure when you choose to 
engage with us that you come with the right intent. I am a private 
business owner & it is my choice to enage this information, it is your 
choice to enage based on the terms & conditions stated in our T’s&C’s
listed in Trading Room 1 FAQ; these T’s&C’s apply across all events. 

r.e.d.x. 

Research.Experience.Decern.Xpose. 


